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• Understanding decision making
• End user engagement, co-design
• Learning from failures in adoption and implementation
• Evaluation built into interventions policies. Learning opportunities lost
• Working across patient pathways
• Cross specialty engagement
• Recognition of multi-professional roles, teams and effective networks
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Sustainable Access must be considered, as well as Sustainable Effectiveness
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Obtaining antibiotics online from within the UK: a cross-sectional study
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Online market in antibiotics fuels rise of superbugs

The Telegraph

Online pharmacies illegally handing out antibiotics are fuelling rise of superbugs
Learning from history

- Understanding culture and context critical
- Tailoring health measures/interventions for specific groups
- Unintended consequences if lack of understanding
- Need for contextually appropriate, user-led/co-design
- Importance of building cultural understanding into early research design

Improving recognition of team science contributions in biomedical research careers
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"Human behaviour is central to addressing the challenge of AMR and improving antibiotic use, globally and locally."
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